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First names of Moroccan and Turkish
immigrants in the Netherlands

Doreen Gerritzen
The Netherlands

Abstract

Since the 1960s the Netherlands have witnessed the arrival of a considerable number of
immigrants, mainly from Morocco, Turkey, Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles.
Surinamese and Antillean naming practices are relatively unknown, but it may be
conjectured that these practices will not be in any way specific to these nationalities.
However, this assumption is proved false for at least two prominent ethnic groups in the
Netherlands, the Moroccans and Turks. Their language (Arabic and Turkish, respectively)
as well as their religion (Islam) manifests itself in naming traditions. Both groups maintain
formal restrictions in this respect: Moroccans may only give names that have been
formally listed and Turks have to consider their naming laws. Of course, these restrictions
do not preclude a choice of names showing a marked desi¡e to adjust to Dutch or West-
European naming customs. After all, a child's name has to function (also) within a Dutch
contêxt. My research has shown that such an expression of the will to integrate is rarely
found.

The present study is part of a project concerning Languages and Cultures in
Lombok and Transvaal, a neighbourhood in Utrecht, a large cþ situated in the
hea¡t of the Netherlands. Lombok and Transvaal are inner city districts
characterized by ethnic variety. The number of inhabitants bom abroad exceeds
40 percent.

In most cases city districts renowned for a disproportionately large number of
etbnic minorities face serious social problems, but Lombok and Transvaal - quite
surprisingly - are famous for the multicultural success story they represent. The
focus of our investigation into etlnic variety and exchange of culture promises to
be most fruitful when directed towards Lombok and Transvaal as these ¿reas are
regarded as successful examples of multicultural coexistence. The aim of the
overall project is to investigate crossover influences between various ethnic
groups by choosing an interdisciplinary approach. The main question has been
formulated as follows: which aspects of language and culture do immigrants and
native i4habitants of this area exchânge? If such an exchange were in any way
feasible, it is bound to take place in Lombok and Transvaal, as these multicultural
communities have already proved successful.

I would like to thank my colleagues from the project especially Louis Boumans, for their
comments on my text.
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As my investigations are of a quantitative nature, I will concentrate exclusively
on the naming practices of the two ethnic minorities that are best represented in
Lombok and Transvaal, namely the Moroccans and Turks. My aim is to find out
whether these groups are in any way influenced by Dutch naming pattems. The
following questions will determine my line of enquiry: Have (former) immigrants
by now deveþed a preference for names that fit in better with the Westem
European supply of narnes? If so, are they in the process of avoiding names that
are obviously Moroccan or Turkish? I do not expect Moroccans and Turks to use
Dutch, Western European or Anglo-Saxon names as official restrictions prohibit
this. For Moroccans the choice of füst na¡nes is limited by an official name list;
Turks are allowed to give Turkish names only.

This study is based on files provided by the Social Security Service (an institution
responsible for the implementation of Dutch social insurance schemes). For the
yorrngest generation, I have made use of files containing the first names of all
children whose parents or guardians were entitled to receive child benefit on their
behalf in 1999. Their years of birth range from 1983 to 1999.I

Information based on these files has been supplied in two ways. One file
contained the first name, birth year, gender and postal code of each individual.
The postal code enabled me to select the children in the aforementioned districts.
Another file contained the füst name, birth year, gender and family code of each
individual. The family code refers to the family to which a particular child
belongs. This makes it possible to study narning practices (that is the names of
brothers and sisters) within particular families. In this respect, I would like to
refer to Gerrit Bloothooft's article in the proceedings of this congress. He tracked
down Moroccan and Turkish names by analyzng the names of brothers and
sisters.2

In order to establish long-term changes, I used yet another file provided by the
Social Security Service, namely a file containing the first names of all inhabitants
over 65 including their partners' names. Almost all men and women mentioned
were born between l9l0 and 1935. This file does not allow for systematically
tracing Moroccan and Turkish names, but it can be used to track down the names
of registered partners.

I The tess recent years are not so well supplied, since a considerable number ofthese children have
jobs or receive student grants.

2 Genit Bloothooft (UiL-OTS, Utrecht, the Netherla¡rds). See Bloothooft 2001 .
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In our search for possible modes of adaptation of Moroccan and Turkish naming
practices to a Dutch context, we will have to find out more about the names of
Dutch children (table 1) füst.

Table 1. First names frequentþ used among Dutch native children in Lombok and
Transvaal (a neighbourhood in Utrecht, the Netherlands; 1983-1999), featuring
the number of children bearing this specific name in brackets.

Girls
Melanie (9), Merel (8), Iris (7), Maria (7), Lawa (6), Linda (6), Demi (5),
Michelle (5), Nina (5), Patricia (5), Sandra (5).

Boys
Wesley (9), David (8), Nicky (8), Sarn (8), Tim (8), Jeftey (7), Jeroen (7), Max
(7), Michael (7), Thomas (7), Jan (6), Jelle (6), Jordy (6), Bram (5), Kevin (5),
Ricardo (5), Roy (5).

This local survey of naming pattems among native children in Lombok and
Transvaal does not deviate from the Netherlands as a whole as these names are
popular throughout the country. Dutch native naming customs are characterized
by a preference for international names, that is to say: naJmes that are known in
such a wide area that they cannot be linked to one particulm language (Melanie,
Iris, Laura, Linda, Nina, Patricia, David, Søm, Tim, Mm and Thomas). English
and American narnes are dominant (Demi, Wesley, Nicþ, Jeffrey, Michael, Kevin
and Roy). Also, many of the international names presunably originate from
Anglo-Saxon naming practices. Specifically Dutch names (Meret (and Maria?),
Jeroen, Jøn, Jelle (Frisian) and Bram) are not very frequent. So one should speak
of Western European rather than Dutch naming customs.

Below (table 2) you will find the first names of Moroccan children in Lombok
and rransvaal. we are dealing here with a group of Arabic first names, which
prompts us (for demographic reasons) to assume that the majority of the name-
bearers are Moroccans.
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"fable 2. First names frequentþ used among Moroccan children in Lombok and
Transvaal (1933-1999), featuring the number of children bearing this specific
name in brackets.

Girls
Nadia (11), Fatima (10), Hanane (7), Yasmina (7), Ilaam (6), Karima (6), Khadija
(6), Ilham (5), Naoual (5), Nora (5), Samira (5).

Boys
Mohamed (28), Ali (l l), Bilal (10), Ilias (10), Hamz¿ (9), Youssef (8), Ismail (7),
Abdelilah (6), Fouad (6), Mohammed (6), Achraf (5), Khalid (5), Omar (5),
Younes (5).

The girls' names show a number of names that can also be found among Dutch
natives, narnely Nadia, Yasmina and Norø. However, the overall majority of the
brothers and sisters of children called Nadia, Yasmina o1 Nora, has Arabic names.
This prompts us to consider these names ¿5 immigrant n¿üles. In the Western
worl{ Nadia is regarded as a Russian name (Van der Schaar 2000:286), but it is
also an Arabic name. Yasmina is not a very usual name among Dutch natives, but
Jasmijn, an evidently native form, is a common name.3 Nora is not just an Arabic
name, but also a short form of Eleonora or possibly Honora (Van der Schaar
2000:294).

An old Islamic saying goes "If one has a hundred sons, they should all be
named Mohamed" (Mitterauer 1993: 185). This rule will surely not apply in
actual practice, but Mohamed is undoubtedly the most popular among boys'
narles. Its dominance also appears when we look at name-giving practices within
families. It is not unusual for brothers to be called Mohamed: The 7.166 boys
named Mohamedhave34S brothers also called Mohamed (plus 61 Mohammed,
18 Mhqmed and some other variants). The 3.114 boys named Mohammedhave
322 brothers also called Mohammed (plus 61 Mohømed, 43 Mohqmmad and
some other variants). (We are dealing here with national figures, of course.)a

Another matter concerning the name of Mohamed is the tradition of giving
one's first-born son this name. On the basis of an analysis in the file - also
performed by Genit Bloothooft - it can be concluded that if the narne of
Moham(m)ed is given in a particular family, there is a strong preference to do so

with the first-bom son.

3 The word'Jasmijn" is derived ûom Arabic (or Persian), though.
4 h the past, homonymy in Dutch families was not so unusual either (Gerritzen 1998: 58-59 and

6910\.
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Just as in the case of Mohømed, the boys' nâmes are (unlike the girls' names)
all to be identified as names of immigrants, with the possible exception of IIiøs
and Omar. Ilias is sometimes associated with Homer's heroic epic, the lliød, tn
Dutch llias (even though as an Arabic first name, it is a variant of Elias). Children
called llias rarely have brothers and sisters bearing Westem European names,
which justifies regarding this name as an immigrant name.

The nâme Omar is known among Dutch natives because of the actor Omar
Sharif who was an Egyptian by birth (though this is hardly coÍrmon knowledge).
Apart from fhis, Omar may also be qualified as native for two other reasons.
Firstly, the name occurs in the Bible (for example in Genesis 36:11) and,
secondly, it could be a variant of the Germanic name of Odmar (Van der Schaar
2000: 301). In families featuring the name Omar, Western Ewopean nâmes are
few and far between. They do, however, still occur often enough to claim that
Omar is not exclusively an immigrant name.

Table 3. First names frequently used among Turkish children in Lombok and
Transvaal (l 983-1999).

Girls
Ayse (9), Tugba (9), Fatma (8), Merve (8), Emine (6), Zeynep (6), Aysegül (4),
Esra (4), Hatice (4), Kübra (4), Meryem (4).5

Boys
Mustafa (12), Emre (11), Yasin (8), Fatih (7), Mehmet (7), Ahmet (6), Ramazan
(6), Osman (5), Kadir (4), Burak (4), Hakan (4), Muhammed (4), Yusuf (4).

Among the most frequentþ used Turkish girls' names, the name of Meryem
may be identified as Mirjam among Dutch natives. For the rest, there is no
overlap with Western ¡aming (table 3). Concerning the boys' names, Moroccans
appear to have a preference for the form of Mohamed (28 times Mohamed, 6
times Mohammed, once Mhamed), whereas Turks prefer Mehmet and other
variants (7 times Mehmet, { t:ms5 Muhammed, once Muhammet, Mahmud,
Mahmut and Mehmed). If we add up these variants, we end up with a number of
15. As a resul! this name is accorded frst place.

Changes in the naming of children in Lombok and Transvaal may be looked at in
two ways, namely by means of a survey of the period 1983 till 1999, and on the

5 The diaoritics in the s of AyselAysegül and the g of Tugba have been
clscwherc).

left out (here and
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basis of the file conceming elderþ people and their parhers. The first enquiry
yields results on recent trends, whereas the second tells us more about long-term
changes.

The tables below (table 4) outtine the names most frequently given to
Moroccan and Turkish children and elderþ people in Lombok and Transvaal. As
concems the children, the numbers represent naming frequencies in the city
districts under consideration; as concerns the elderþ I have had to make use of
national st¿tistics as the number of elderly immigrants in Lombok and Transvaal
is too small to allow any reliable comparison.

Table 4. Suwey of frequentþ used names among Moroccan and Turkish children
in Lombok and Transvaal and naming frequencies among elderþ people (national
figwes).

MOROCCANS

Girls

Nadia
Fatima
Hanane
Yasmina
Ilaam
Karima
Khadija
Ilham
Naoual
Nora
Samira

Boys

Mohamed
Ali

'83-',99
Lombok and Transvaal

ll
10
7
7
6
6
6
5
)
5
)

'83-',99
Lombok and Transvaal

28
ll

+1910-1935
National

416
I 100?

2

5
166

2

4258
4

+1910-1935
National

1813
683

6 Nadia: partners are mostly Dutch natives.
7 Fatima: almost exclusiveþ immigrant parhrers.
t Nora: mainly Dutch native partners.
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Bilal
Ilias
Hamz.a
Youssef
Ismail
Abdelilah
Fouad
Mohammed
Achraf
Khalid
Omar
Yormes

TURKS

Girls

Ayse
Tugba
Fatma
Merve
Emine
Zeynep
Aysegül
Esra
Hatice
Kübra
Meryem

Boys

Mustafa
Emre
Fatih
Mehmet
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Yasin
Ahmet
Ramazan
Osman
Kadir
Burak
Hakan
Muhammed
Yusuf

395
82

242
71

I
150

In addition, general trends concerning the choice of first names for children in the
period 1983-1999 has been established on the basis ofnational data (the numbers
in the Lombok and Transvaal being too small to establish any trends):
Increasingly popular fürst names (their frequency increases by 50Vo in the second
half of the period as opposed to the füst half) are Yasmina, Ilham; BiløL, Ilias,
Hamza, Achraf, Younes (Moroccans); Merve, Esra, Kübra; Emre, Burak,
Muhammed (Turks). Names experiencing a decline in popularity (their frequency
decreases by 50 % in the second half of the period as opposed to the first half) are
Hanane, Karima, Khadija, Samira; Fouad, Khølid (Moroccans); lyse (Turks).

A comparison of both categories, regarding children and elderþ, clearly shows
that long-terrn çþenges are evident. Although some of the popular names for
children are also frequent among the older generation (Fatima, Mohamed, Ali;
Fatma, Ayse, Mehmet, Mustafa), a considerable number of names have
experienced an evident increase in popularity (Karima, Samira, Bilal, Ilias;
Kadi) and also some 'onewcomers"' are to be found. This last category refers to
names that did not show up at all among the older generation (Hanane, Ilvam,
Naoual, Achraf, Khalid; Tugba, Merve, AysegüL, Esra, Emre, Yasin, Burøk,
Hakan). Consequentl¡ naming practices among Moroccans and Turks can be
called anything but static.

In view of present changes and innovations, Moroccan and Turkish parents-to-
be have to take into account that the names of their children will ñ¡nction in a
Dutch context as a matter of course. It is unclear to what extent Moroccan and
Turkish parents are informed on'Western European naming customs, but let us
assume that a number of parents are conscious of native Dutch practices and feel
the need to adapt to it. They may avoid names that are obviously Moroccan or
Turkish and/or have a preference for names which also prevail among Dutch
natives or which resemble Western European names in sound and spelling. They

t0
l0
9
I
6
6
6
5
5
5
5

t9
10e

2t
8

185
I
2

296

109t0
1

8
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
4

'83-',99
Lombok and Transvaal

I
9
I
8
6
6
4
4
4
4
4

'83-'99
Lombok and Transvaal

t2
ll
7
7

+1910-1935
National

481

823

368
127

285
2

t2l

+1910-1935
National

536

I
719

e lliæ: partners do not have Arabic, but (mainly) Slavonic names.
l0 Oma¡: almost exclusively immigrant parûrers.
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may also see to it that chosen n¿unes match westem European practices as

regards gender.
Avoidance of obviously Moroccan and Turkish names is definitely not curent,

as we have already seen. Classics like Fatima, Mohamed and Ali (for
Moroccans), and Fatma, Mehmet and, Mustafa (for Turks) afe some of the most
popular n¿unes. It is striking, though, that the names increasing in popularity are

not paft of the traditional supply of names (that is to say: of the names that occur
most often amollg the older generation). It must be noted' however, that this
group also contains a n¿rme þke Muhammed. Similarly, Turks do not avoid any

diacritics unfamiliar to the Dutch spelling.
Likewise, there does not seem to be much ground for endorsing our second

assumption suggesting a possible increase in preference for Western names or

names that appeaf Westem in form. It is true that there are tendencies that appear

to point in the direction of an adjustment to Dutch naming practices, but these do

not sufficientþ balance counterexamples.
The following tendencies might indicate a process of integration. Among

Moroccan girls' names, the name of Nødia takes fust place; Yasminø is on its way

up and the same thing goes for llias (but this is presumably not a name indicative

of a process of integration). The Turkish names of Merve arld Esra fit in with
western naming practices, that is to say: they are not exclusively identifiable as

names of immigrants. Moreover, these narnes are increasing in popularity.
A counterexample among the Moroccan narnes is the development of Karima

and Samira versus llham, Ilcram and NaouøI. Karima and' Samira are decreasing

in popularity (althougþ they are more frequent compared to the older generation),

syçn thsilgh these names have a more western appearance than llhøm, which is
increasing in popularity, and than the newcomers IIçam and Naoual- Another
counterexample among the Moroccan names may be Omar. This name is familiar
to Dutch natives, but it is not increasing in popularity, not even when compared to
the older generation.

A counterexample among the Turkish names could be thal Emine, which seems

Westem European, does not increase in popularþ, whereas Käbra, with the un-

Dutch grapheme d (like also in a newcomer such as Aysegüt) does become more
popular.

Native Western Europeans sometimes have a hard time detennining the name-

bearer's gender when confronted with Moroccan or Turkish names. In Western
European ¡aming pattems a "rule" may be discemed along which names ending
in -ø and -ine are recognizsd as feminine; names ending in -ane will also be

interpreted as girls' narnes. Moroccan boys called Hamza, Soufiane, Yassine ot
Marouane will undoubtedly be familiar with the experience of Dutch natives
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assuming that they are girls on the basis of their names (in the case of Soufiane
and Marouane, such an assumption could only be based on the written form of
the names (French transcription)). The same thing could happen to Turks called
Sefa or Tolga.

Uncertainty about the name-bearer's gender can also arise in the case of names
ending in a consonant. In the Western European supply of names, these are often
masculine. Exceptions to this rule, such as Anouk, Iris, Judith and Amber me
simply known to us as girls' names. Without this ø priori lmowledge, it is
impossible for us to determine intuitively the gender of such names. In this way,
Dutch natives cannot recopize names like lkram, Naoual, Ilham, Zqtnep and
Aysegül as girls' names.

Looking at the national tend in fust lames during the period of 1983 ttll1999,
we can observe that there is no support for the hypothesis that Moroccan and
Turkish parents avoid names that may cause confusion over gender among Dutch
natives. Ilvam, Naoual, Zøynep and Aysegül remain stable. Ilham ¡s fuç¡s¿sing in
popularity. Hamza, Soufiane, Yassine and, Marouane are on their way up (and
they do not show up in the file of older people, with the exception of Hamza).

When we compare existing tendencies in Dutch native naming customs to those in
Moroccan and Turkish communities, divergent trends catch our eye. Dutch native
naming practices are orientated towards the exotic and drift away from native
tradition. Eventually Dutch practices will inevitably merge with developments in
surrounding countries and cultures. Moroccan and Turkish naming practices may
generally be described as "looking inward". The choice of names ¿uaong non-
natives does not reveal any wish to "camouflage" immigrant identity neither does
it show a tendency to merge with Westem European naming customs.

In order to interpret this outcome, we would have to know more about the
background of Moroccan and Turkish narning practices, taking into account the
role of religion, of naming customs involving hereditary narres ('running in the
family') and of naming tends in the countries of origin. My investigation does
not pretend to be more than just an initial exploration of the field of naming
practices among immigrants in the Netherlands.
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First names, innovation and diffusion

Linnea Gustafsson
Sweden

Abstract

The background for this paper is Everett M. Rogers' model of the characteristics of the
innovation as an influence on its diffrsion process, and the paper will investigate the
possibilities to apply that model to a fust name context. The examples used in the paper
have been taken from the Swedish town of Skellefteå and its surroundings in northem
sweden, from the beginning of the lSth to the end of the lgth century. The point of
departure is the difr¡sion of new first narnes within this region and I am discussing the
cha¡acteristics of tJrese new names as a factor for their difüision. The characteristics that
a¡e dealt with in tre paper is the new first name's relative advantage, compatibiliþ,
complexity, trial abifu and obsemability.
The conclusion indicates that it is indeed possible to use Rogers' model of the

characteristics of innovation in a first name context, even though there are many questions
remaining to be answered.

Introduction
when a baby is born it has to be named and the name is often considered an
important choice. The name giver can either choose a conventional cbristian
name that already exists, or a new name that no one has been called before. The
nâme giver can also choose a new name pattem for the child.

Thus, the renewal of a name custom within a given society or community is
based upon both the introduction of new first names and their later diffi¡sion to
new name givers. A successful diffirsion of new first names is, as we all know, a
complex process dependent on several factors, some of which I will discuss here.
kr this context I am thus not interested in the introduction of the name, only the
diffirsion process.

During the 1960s the study of the diffi¡sion of innovations was given a
theoretical frame thanks to the work of Everett M. Rogers. According to Rogers
diffirsion is 'the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain
channels over time among the members of a social system" (Rogers l9g3: l0).


